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Tunisia’s ancient
calligraphy
style in jeopardy
Roua Khlifi
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Renewed passion. Acclaimed Arab artist Thuraya al-Baqsami (L) and her daughter Monira al-Qadiri.
										
(Sharjah Art Museum)

Thuraya al-Baqsami’s
feminist approach to art
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Sharjah

A

ground-breaking
exhibition dedicated to
the career of one of the
Arab world’s most influential female artists,
Thuraya al-Baqsami, runs through
December 16 at the Sharjah Art
Museum.
“Lasting Impressions: Thuraya
al-Baqsami” is the eighth entry in
Sharjah Art Museum’s “Lasting Impressions” series that pays tribute
to the region’s most influential artists.
Born in Kuwait in 1951, Baqsami
was one of the pioneering female
artists in the Gulf region, exhibiting art and publishing short stories
as a teenager in the 1960s.
Having studied fine art in Cairo,
she went to Moscow for her master’s degree in illustration and to
Senegal to learn silk painting, batik
and ceramics in the 1980s. Back
in Kuwait, she plunged headlong
into her work, which reflects the
vibrant and intense modernisation
phase in Gulf society.
Baqsami developed along a focused path that reflected various
cultural influences and her own
experiences and the highs and
lows of the Arab world as well, all
through the women’s view.
The exhibition, curated by her
daughter Monira al-Qadiri, an accomplished artist herself, is the
most comprehensive retrospective of her mother’s career. A
book about Baqsami was released

in Sharjah at the opening of the
show and a documentary is being shown, along with the more
than 200 paintings, posters, drawings and illustrations dating to the
1960s.
“It is a long journey that started when I was 13,” Baqsami said.
“Now I am 66 but when I look
back at my growth — how my work
has developed, changed over the
course of the years in terms of subject, medium and technique — I am
happy about it.”
Baqsami said she could absorb
whatever was going around her,
in her art as well as in her writing “like a sponge.” Many women
ventured into art in Kuwait in the
1960s, most of whom have stopped
producing, while she continued as
an artist and writer along with a career as a journalist.
A mother of three, Baqsami only
recently stopped working in media
to devote full time to her art. She
attributes her tenacity and productivity to her determination to leave
behind her own legacy.
Baqsami has written a novel, six
short story collections, three volumes of poems, three children’s
books and art criticism papers.
For Qadiri, who has been collecting her mother’s work since 2010,
bringing together works from public and private collections around
the world, along with the Sharjah
Art Museum officials, has been a
“labour of love.” She said that, except for a smaller show in Kuwait
in 2011, such a comprehensive and
historic show was unprecedented,
although Baqsami has had 60 solo
exhibitions worldwide and par-

Various influences. Artist Thuraya al-Baqsami talks to visitors at
the inauguration of her retrospective exhibition. (Sharjah Art Museum)

ticipated in more than 250 group
exhibitions. Her works are in the
collections of the British Museum,
UNESCO, the Museum of Human
Rights in Geneva and the Kuwait
National Museum, among others.
The exhibition in Sharjah is
neatly organised allowing viewers
to follow the evolution of Baqsami’s art, the various cultural and
stylistic influences and the artist’s
feminist vision from an Arab perspective.
The intense growth and experimentation mark the period from
1964-82, at the end of which her
personal style emerges. Vibrant
colours mark the phase through
1990, when she returned to Kuwait
and entered her busiest period as
artist, journalist, columnist, illustrator and radio host.

‘Lasting
Impressions:
Thuraya al-Baqsami’
is the eighth entry in
the Sharjah Art
Museum’s series that
pays tribute to the
region’s most
important artists.
In the early 1990s, Baqsami and
her family experienced months of
trauma following the occupation
of Kuwait by Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein’s forces. Her husband
was a prisoner of war and a painting from 1992 titled “Return of the
Parted” depicts a very personal
and universal emotion of joy when
the family was reunited. She created 85 highly symbolic artworks
during that period depicting the
trauma of violence and tragedy so
close to home.
From 1993-99, there is a renewed
passion for life in the artist following the liberation of her country. During the next two decades
Baqsami incorporated new stylistic elements as she explored inner
worlds of untold stories and hidden memories.
Baqsami is working on a mammoth project of 1,000 paintings to
form a giant mural, targeted for
completion by next year. She has
created 680 so far, some of which
are on display in Sharjah.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

hile
calligraphy
has long been renowned as an important artistic discipline in the Arab
world, it has struggled to retain cultural recognition in recent years. In
Tunisia, calligraphists have raised
the alarm that the country’s ancient
Kairouan script could go extinct.
“We are trying to sensitise people
about the importance of preserving
the Tunisian script of Arabic calligraphy, which originated in the town
of Kairouan in addition to promoting other established scripts of calligraphy,” said Abdessalem Bejaoui,
president of the Tunisian Association of Calligraphy.
“Not many people today realise
that Tunisia has had its own script
of calligraphy, one that was used
in writing most of the historical
religious documents that are preserved now in Kairouan.
“We wanted to avoid the tag of
the Arabic font to make it more inclusive of all types of fonts that are
not recognised in the Arab world.
Calligraphy is an art that can be also
explored with other disciplines of
art like painting, music and theatre.
The idea is to help evolve the art of
calligraphy to preserve this ancient
art.”
Mohamed Anwar Trabelsi, a local calligraphist, pointed out that
the Tunisian script, which gained
popularity in North Africa between
the fifth and tenth centuries, had a
significant effect.
“The Kairouan script is a school
of calligraphy in North Africa. Kairouan is credited with inspiring
other scripts. For instance, the calligraphy scripts used in Mali and
Andalusia are all from the Kairouan
school of calligraphy. Some chose
to add more fluidity to their font
like Andalusia and the Bedouin in
Sudan kept the rigidity of the font,”
Trabelsi said.
“During the Hafsid rule, Tunisian
calligraphy thrived as the first pen
in Islamic history was manufactured. It also bears influences of
Italy, Andalusia and the orient with
the waves of immigrants to Kairouan.”
This unique history is emblematic of Tunisia’s multicultural landscape, said Bejaoui, who stressed
the need to modernise the art.
‘’The Tunisian script of calligraphy helped establish the
Quran during the Islamic
rule as the use of Arabic
fonts was often associated
with promoting the Quran,
which we acknowledge
and deem sacred,” he said,
adding there is “a need to
make it more contemporary.”
“It is not acceptable
that we remain blindly
attached to the old patterns. We live in a world
of technology and progress, which urges us
to also try to explore
the other aspects of
the art. The Tunisian
script cannot be only
restricted to writing
Quranic verses but
should be explored
in other instances of
art,” he said.

Bejaoui and Trabelsi have worked
to educate the public, particularly
young Tunisians, on the country’s
rich history in calligraphy. In September, a calligraphy exhibition
organised by the Tunisian Association of the Arts featured 51 works
by 32 calligraphists. Last year, an
exhibition titled “Our Kairouan”
— a reference to the art’s origins —
showcased Tunisia’s script to international calligraphists.
“We have a long tradition of calligraphy in Tunisia,” Bejaoui said.
“We work on teaching all scripts of
calligraphy, including the Ottoman
and others but we want to focus on
the Kairouan script. We can’t make
progress without protecting and
developing our roots.”
Despite the art’s significance, a
lack of cultural awareness and access to products has made it difficult for artists specialising in calligraphy, he said.
“We don’t have an industry for
the products we use for calligraphy,” Trabelsi said. “This is normal
as the effect of technology is reaching deep. In Iran and Istanbul, the
market of calligraphy is alive but
here we are struggling because of
the rupture between the present
and the past. Many people don’t
believe that calligraphy can be art.
“People use calligraphy painting
as decoration and gifts and people
thought of it as common so the
politics of the government didn’t
encourage recognition of the calligraphists as artists. It was a profession to write documents and
painting. More research into the
history of Tunisian calligraphy can
help establish it as art as it would
strengthen the status of calligraphy
as art. More people should lobby
and carry this job. These are elements that can help.”
Tunisian calligraphists are trying
to promote the art to younger generations to preserve the tradition
and help the art flourish.
“Children find it fun to draw the
letters. There are other techniques
they learn like drawing on the water,” Bejaoui said. “It is all art and
not just a writing font that can be
on the wood and one-stroke technique.”
“We hope younger generations
manage to bring calligraphy to
flourish like it used to be, he added.
“One must not overlook the importance of calligraphy in preserving
our heritage.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel
and Culture contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

New patterns. Calligraphy by 15-year-old Nour Fadhloun,
the youngest participant in the calligraphy exhibition
“Our Kairouan.”
(The Tunisian Association of Calligraphy)

